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The Fear&Greed Index it's currently printing 52, which signals "Neutrality". The indicator has oscillated between 60 and 50 in the last 7 days,
providing readings in tandem with Bitcoin's price changes. 

Regardless of today's neutral reading, the Index has recorded some impressive figures. It recorded 60 last week, the highest reported number
since Bitcoin’s all-time high in November. The bullish surge comes following similar behavior with Bitcoin’s price, which has finally returned to
$47,000 for the first time since January 3rd.
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Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL)
The global crypto market cap is at
$2.09T, a 2.35% decrease over the last
day. The market has been witnessing
positive volume increased of 2% over the
last few days.  The total crypto market
volume over the last 24 hours is
$104.24B.

TOTAL is now retracing as Bitcoin has
printed a DOJI candle on its weekly chart
which could signal a healthy retracement
ahead.  For TOTAL to remain above $2T,
major altcoins must move higher
regardless of BTCUSD going through a
correction. If BTC and alternative
cryptocurrencies print bearish daily
candles, there is a high probability of the
crypto market cap experiencing a slight
retracement.
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Altcoin Market Cap (TOTAL 2)

TOTAL2 shows the total market capitalisation of top-
125 cryptocurrencies, excluding Bitcoin. As TOTAL and
TOTAL 2 are extremely correlated, the Altcoin Market
could also witness a small correction before continuing
higher. 

An event that could significantly affect altcoins in the
next few days is the CME action futures.  After
launching futures contracts tied to Bitcoin in recent
years, the Chicago-based exchange is looking at
creating altcoin futures contracts. This milestone could
push TOTAL massively as the exchange is looking to
start with two of the major altcoins: Solana and
Cardano. 
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CRYPTOCURRENCY CHARTS - NOVEMBER 8    2021

Total DeFi Market Cap (TOTAL DEFI)

At the time of this report, the Total Value Locked in the top DeFi chains is $229.58Bn with a current trading volume of $16.62B. Similar to
TOTAL, TOTALDEFI is creating an inflection point around the $162Bn level. For the bullish trend to sustain, the DeFi market cap must create a
second leg to the upside by respecting the ascending trendline highlighted in blue.  
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Bitcoin (BTC)  

Bitcoin has been trading lower for most of the London trading day as traders expect a short correction ahead. Bitcoin returned to the $46K-$45K
range on Friday as volatility faded after Non-farm payrolls.

Overall, BTCUSD keeps its bullish momentum. The current put/call ratio suggests less bearish sentiment among options traders. The ratio has
stabilised over the past two weeks, which could precede higher volatility, especially if BTC breaks above $48K.  
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D)

The Bitcoin dominance rate (BTCD) has been trading sideways in the last few hours, still keeping short-term signs of weakness on the daily
timeframe. Since Jun 2021, the ratio has been trading within a descending channel highlighted in purple. The line caused a rejection of the 46%
level, which made BTC to fall back to the 40% value area. At the time of this analysis, traders are indecisive about the panorama. For BTC.D to
reach previous highs, the chart must show a closure above 43%. 
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Ethereum (ETH)
 

The bullish conviction is now being tested against the $3,600 value area. Similar to BTCUSD, Ether seems to be undergoing a short-term
correction (but remains bullish on the higher timeframes). 

Ethereum price continued to make successive moves higher over the weekend, creating a new three-month high on Saturday.  For the bullish
outlook to remain valid, bulls must manage to bring the price above the $3800 area. If the inflection point sharpens, Ether could revisit the
ascending trendline highlighted in blue (which will be a bearish scenario). 
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Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D)

Ethereum's market capitalisation relative to the total crypto market capitalisation has added over 9% in the last few weeks. At the time of this
analysis, ETH.D is at 19%. As crypto investors tend to seek more risky assets during bull runs, ETH.D has earned significant territory in the last
few days. Technicals are projecting a further rise in ETH's dominance ratio as the metric has broken important resistance levels. The next
important area remains at 20%, which is a key psychological zone.  
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